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Campus mourns death
of Eugene ·M. Lynn
By NATALIE SMITH
honor.
Editor-in-Ciiief
Mr. Lynn was responsible for
Eugene M. Lynn, the namesake several major buildings on campus
of Lynn University, passed away including the Lynn Residence
Nov. 28 while recuperating from a Center, the Eugene M. and Christine
routine back surgery when sudden E. Lynn Library. Most recently, the
unrelated medical complications Lynns were the driving force behind
arose.
the Eugene M. and
Mr. Lynn was one
"i don't think
Christine E. Lynn School
of the most well
of International Comthere was a
known philanthropists
munications.
charity in
in Boca Raton. He
Mr. Lynn also made
supported some of the
many contributiovs to
Boca Raton
area's most enduring
Flo~tlantic Univerthat hasn't
cultural, educational
b'een touched sity, the Boca Raton
and health instituHospice, and Hospice of
by Gene
tions. He was mostly
the Sea.
Lynn."
known for his dona"I don't think there
tions of time and milwas a charity in Boca
lions of dollars to
donald ross Raton that hasn't been
organizations ranging
president tQuched by Gene Lynn from Boca Raton
..._• • • that was the type of
Community Hospital
human being he was,"
to Lynn University, named in his said Donald Ross, university presi-

At the dedication of the Eugene M. and Christine E. Lynn School of International Communications in
February, Mary Henke, Bryant Gumbel Eugene Lynn, Helen Ross, Donald Ross and Christine Lynn officially open the third floor of the library.
dent.
Classes were cancelled for one
day in his memory, and students,
friends and family attended the

Lynns donate second million
for communicatipns facility
By SHELBIE LYNN .
Staff Writer
Before his passing, Eugene M. Lynn and
his wife Christine once again made a generous
contribution to the university. In addition to
the $1 million this year, the Lynns are responsible for. donating another milli~n for the initial construction of the College of
International Communications making a total
of $2 million.
"We are so fortunate Eugene and Christine
recognize the importance of provi~g the
International Communications facility with
the most advanced equipment," President
Donald Ross said in acknowledging the gift.
"As a result of their generosity, our students
will have the opportunitY to further devdop
their communications skills in a most professional production environment.

The million dollar gift will enable phase II
to begin. This includes the development of the
main studio and the control room. In addition
to the main studio and the control room, the
completion of phase II includes a 2/3 D animation suite, a multimedia design suite and
additional editing systt::ms.
According to Ross, the Lynns have recognized the need for additional teaching facilities for the students, especially because of the
program's increasing enrolhDent.
"We will be able to produce a great variety
of activities in the studio ranging from seminars to student performances to instructional
videos, which will tie in with our teleconferencing facility, • said Irving R. Levine, dean of
the School of International Communications.
"We are grateful to th,e Lyons for their interest and generosity."

funeral held in the de Hoernle Sports
and Cultural Center on Dec. I.
Mr. Lynn is survived by his wife,
Christine; his daughter, Diane

"we will be able to produce a .
great variety of activities in the
studio ranging from seminars
to student performances to
instructional videos, which will
tie in with our teleconferencing
facility."
irving r, levine
dean, school of
international communications
-~~--- --

The Lynns most recent gift demonstrates
their commitment to the university's top pri~
orities. The development' of the studio and
control room is expected to be completed
sometime during the spring semester.
The communications facility is only one
of several structures on the campus that bears
the Lynn family name because of their contribtions.

DaSilva;
two
grandchildren,
Christopher and Krista DaSilva; his
sister and brother-in-law; and several nieces and nephews.

Holiday Gala
toasts sepson
By NATALIE SMITH
Editor-in~Chief

More than 110 students celebrated the season at the 12th annual Holiday Gala, Dec. 10
at the Holiday Inn.
Organized. by members of the Knights of
the Round Table, sophomore Dan Sullivan.
toasted the event as the attendees raised their
glasses of sparkling apple juice.
"I want to welcome all of you to this last
gala before the new millennium," he said.
Guests were chauffeured to and from the
party by limousines which were provided as
part of the·$25 single ticket. They enjoyed a
buffet dinner of prime rib, turkey and all the fixings.
·
"Our numbers were a bit lower. than we
wanted but the event was an overall success,"
said KOR past chairman David Gill.
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Complaint Department
Students voice concerns about library
By SIMON VAINRUB
·
News Editor
Students aren't coming to the
library for the fun of it. They come
to study, read assignments, face
computers that don't always werk, a
place that closes at midnight, a computer lab closed at 11 p.m. and little
power to change the situation.
Circulation clerk Susan Thyng
knows all about student's behavior.
It's her job to scan the books that
students check out. "Nine out of 10
students take. out books because

they have to," Thyng said. A low
number of ~ple are reading books
or watching movies for their own
enjoyment.
Since almost everything has to
have educational value, modem
horror movies, popular action films
and sometimes even certain best~
sellers are not available. According
to library Director Charles Kuhn,
there is a "collection development
policy which ·states buying must
support the curriculum through faculty requests for videos, books and
magazines." The
reason that there
are no modem horror
films
is
"because the faculty
has
never
ordered
them,"
Kuhn said.
Books such as
by
Sacrament
Clive
Barker,
movies like Rocky
Ill and newspapers
such as The Village
Voice will not be
available to the
students because
it's up to the (aculPhoto by DAISUKE TAKIZAWA ty to decide what is
Jean Scott and Katie Rohleder study in the
ordered
Ubrary.
The
library
doesn't
director

mind taking suggestions. "Any suggestions can come to this office.
Students should speak to Barbara
Eberly," Kuhn said. "The web page ·
has lots of information, you can
even e-mail the library."
The majority of students are not
aware of this because there is no
suggestion box or student committee to make recommendations. In
fact students are not represented in
library decision making at ail.
For example, when the library
decided to tum the inside lab into an
Advising Center, students were not
asked for their input. "The campus
is very tight for space. We're growing too fast to accommodate everything. Students were not getting a
good Advising Center," Kuhn said.
"It is logical for the lab to be in the
library for easy access to students."
The hours of the ARC computer
lab in the library were extended to
11 p.m. but some students want the
computer lab to be open 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. "It would
be good for the library to be open 24
boors,• junior Josh Dayer said.
Meanwhile, sopbomore David
Deaulmerie likes the idea of the
24fl computer lab but fears there
would be no supervision and that
"the cost would increase. •
The ARC lab at the library is
important for students. The labs at

Sports aren't just for fun anymore;
Management degree offers variety
By RYAN JUSICK
Staff Writer
When people are deciding what major to
choose in college, they usually think of things
like business, communications or education.
Most students overlook other areas that aren't
quite as popular such as Sports and Recreation
Management.
Today, sports haye become a part of practically everyone's life. Whether they are professional athletes, play for fun or watch games
on television, sports are a popular for millions
of people. With so many people involved in
this field, the jobs that are available are endless.
"Almost everybody is involved in some
part of sports," said Dr. Richard Thomas, one
of the sports and recreation professors. "It is a
big field with a lot of opportunities."
A degree in sports and recreation does not
limit a person to one or two jobs as many
other degrees may do. It allows them to select
from a variety of jobs in different realms of
the field. This enables graduates to try a job
and if it does not interest them, then they have
the chance to change jobs and still remain in

the same field in which they have obtained a
degree. •
Athletes are just a small part of sports.
From high school to the professional arena,
other people are needed to provide these athletes with the things they need to stay on top
of their game whether it is the companies th~t
provide them with the equipment they need,
the coaches, trainers or management.
Although students focus on sports and
recreation classes, they also take the same
classes that other majors require. "We are providing kids with an education that will help
them in life," Thomas said, "not just things
they need fot their major."
. Besides subjects like English and math,
Sports and Recreation Management students
are required to take Sports Facilities,
Management and Sports Law. Other courses
include skills classes like tennis and golf.
Both beginner and advanced level classes
are mandatory. "I like the fact that many of the
classes are hands on,'' junior Mike Shannon
said. "It allows us to experience what we learn·
in class frnthand."
For those of you that are not quite sure

the Lynn Residence Hall,
de Hoernle, Trinity and
Freiburger have very few
computers. Some don't
always print since the printer either doesn't work or is
out of toner.
Thus if the students
wish to work and print they
need to go to the ARC lab.
However, even the ARC
has problems. "Ten percent
Photo by DAISUKE TAKIZAWA
of the computers have probA student seaches for.material in
lems frequently,'; lab moDiUbrary database.
tor Anthony Dupee said.
When it comes to the
24n issue, Thyng doesn.'t J>elieve shut down for the rest of the semesthat the students would take advan- ter. n
tage of the extended hours wbjle
While most of these labs are
Dupee says that the ARC can't be unsupervised and thus subject to al~
open 24 hours because "money kinds of damage, the ARC has a hili
needs to be provided to have a com- monitor. If a student was hired to
puter monitor here. They don't trust supervise the lab, at a cost of $5.2~
the hour, from the hours of 11 p.m.
the students to be by themselves."
Students have been caught to 7 a.m. A total of eight hours per
downloading pornography "once or day, seven days a week, would cost
twice a week... They are not disci- approximately $4,730 per year.
The university is free to decide
plined," Dupee said. "I have to tell
them not to do i~ to respect the how much to pay an hour, and the
students are free to complain if tbcy
womlb who come here. •
The other problem is that stu- feel the library isn't providing them
dents have been doing serious dam- with what they want. Charles Kuhn
age at the Freiburger computer lab. encourages people to make suggesAs the posted notice in the lab says tions to Barbara Eberly. Complaints
"If further damage is done to the lab may also be raised at Student
or the computers, the lab will be Government Association meetings.

the

BREAKAWAY·

A degree in

sports and
recreation
does not limit
a person to
one or two
jobs as many
other degrees
may do. It
allows them to
select from a
variety of jobs

In different
realms of the

field.

what major to choose, or if you are not
happy with the one you have chosen, Sports
and Recreation could be just what you are
looking for.

'-
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til

awn

By DANIEL
MARKELL
Staff Writer
Looking for a good time? Want to make a
difference in the lives of needy children? If
your answer is yes for both of those questions
then you must kilow about one of the biggest
events to come to Lynn - Up Till Dawn,
March 24, 2000. Countless people are working around the clock to ensure its success.
Communications major Mark ·Sullivan is
the entertainment coordinator for Up Till
Dawn. His responsibility is to make it exciting. "So far we have a magician," he said.
"We're looking to get a band, bouncy boxing,
and the Florida Panthers may come for some
slap shot shooting, but, we're open for ideas."
This is how it breaks down. Six teams will

Program helps children in· need

spend months.prior to Up Till Dawn fundrais- I believe it is a worthy and noble cause, and
ing. For admission into the event, each of I'm hoping as many students as possible get
these teams must raise $1,000 or $167 per per- involved."
son.
It costs approximately $435,000 a day for
"Up Till Dawn is the most exciting adven- the St. Jude's Hospitai to keep running and all
ture
that
Lynn
of that money is
University students
from donations.
"it will be a big all-night party
All of the children
can participate in this
with food and games."
year," said sophowho are admitted
more Daniel Sullivan
to the hospital and
who is marketing
receive treatment
director and finance
are not required )o
jenny Iamontagne
director. "It gives stupay.
freshman
dents the opportunity
"I think there is
to use the skills that
no greater cause
they have learned
that we could
here, in order to assist and help those children involve ourselves in than helping children,"
who are stricken with a disease such as cancer. Sullivan said. So far this year, a few fundrais-

ers have been held for Up Till Dawn. "My
favorite was Midnight Madness because it had
a good tum out and the games were a lot of
fun," said freshman Katie Hagan. "It was the
first time I had seen the school come togetHer.?'
The big event will be in the auditorium
and the party will 'continue until the following
morning. "It will be a big all night party with
food and games," said freshman Jenny
Lamontagne.
Is there one college student out there who
dares to say that doesn't sound like fun? Be
sure to keep your eyes open on campus for a
funraiser. to sprout up.
Whitney Houston said it best when she
sang those words, "I believe the cliildren are
our future."

Class provides credits for graduation
Disabled, The Salvation Army's GATE
ByDAROLYNCOLODNY
Program and North Broward Medical Center.
Special to The Pulse
s~n.ior Lynn St. Amand works at the
Internships are not the only way students
can work off-campus and earn graduation GATE program, Greater Achievement
Through Education, sponsored by the
credits.
Community Awareness, Hum 399, is a Salvation Army. "I am a friend to the kids,"
course available each semester offering she said. "I give advice and they follow it."
between one to six credits. Students must She will continue volunteering even though
she has fulfilled her requirement.
work 25 hours per credit hour.
Some students find it difficult to squeeze
For some students, it fulfills a humanities
requirement. "But most students take it for in the: hours with their academic load. But
other reasons that go beyond fulftlling a most students say serviee to the community is
requirement," says professor, Dr. Diane needed and to earn credits while serVing is a
Allerdyce, wfio has taught the class for the plus.
Senior Christine Williams works for the
past eight years. "It is a way to take learning
into the real world, to build community Community Youth Enrichment Program
awareness, to apply skills outside of campus where she helps children with their homein a practical meaningful way, and to grow as work, plays games, makes crafts and serves
snacks. "It was a requirement but I enjoyed it
a person."
because the minority chilThe class was devel"it is a way to take
dren grow and bond," she
oped into a regular class
said. "It's tough to put in
with a classroom, textlearning into the real
books and journal writing
world, to build commu- the hours toward the end
· of school because of
requirements, and it is
nity awareness, to
finals."
offered every semester
apply skills outside of
Senior Chaney Brenner
including
summers.
campus in a meaning- works at the Menorah
Currently 18 day students
and eight evening ones are
ful way and to grow as House for two credits
helping residents play
in the class. Several others
a person."
bingo. "By doing this I
are finishing up from last
semester.
dr. diane allerdyce appreciate my grandmother and mother much ·
Students are allowed to
professor
more," she said.
go out in the community
Students who are
and donate their time to the
below the junior classificaorganization of their
choice. Tiley ,keep a log of the hours/experi- tion will need Dr. Allerdyce's permission to
ences that must be handed in at the end of take the Class. She said they learn responsibility, dependability, time management, personal
each week.
Students who are currently enrolled in this growth, and teamwork when they take the
class volunteer for such places as the Humane Community Awareness class.
"When you help somebody else, in tum
Society, Hospice by the Sea, Horses &
Handicap, Boca Raton Society for the you help yourself," Dr. Allerdyce said.
0 0
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Brooke Abramovitz from Sigma Sigma Sigma and Hunter Kepley from STAR (Students
· Teach Responsibility Awareness) share ideas at the Open House.

OPEN HOUSE
• Prospective. students visit campus.
• Next ones are Dec. 28, March 11,.
By SHARON HARRINGTON
Staff Writer
Every year the university holds three open
houses for juniors and seniors in high school
in November, December and March.
At the most recent event, Nov. 13, approximately 50 students attended, who came to
learn more about Lynn. They received a tour
of the campus, were able to speak to both students and faculty, had lunch in the Student
Center and were able to be interviewed by
admissions personnel
''The open house is an opportunity for
high school students to gain a first-hand look
at the university, to experience the environment and meet college students," said sophomore Dan Sullivan. "Having their questions
a a x au :an a sa

&RUE
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2

answered and being able to tour the campus,
while enjoying a free lunch is a perfect way to
put them at ease during a very intimidating
process:''
The tours were provided by current students who wished to participate and members
of the Knights of the Round Table.
"Most students who attend are from here
or the Northeast,'' said Melanie Glines. coordinator of the open houses. "Last year, we had
a total of 12 states represented."
The operi houses are advertised in local
newspapers, and flyers are sent out to high
schools and students who have contacted the
school at an earlier time.
The next open house will be Dec. 28 and
the last one will be March 11.
. a .
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Take on new responsibility with the LUPD
By LAUREN SCICOLONE
the students' own work and should show the with their career and life goals. ''This program
Academics Editor
student what they ha-ve learned through their is effective on many levels, and it helps peoIn an effort to keep students involved in experiences throughout their academic career. ple create an archive of their experiences,"
their education the Lynn University
"Reading, writing, speaking, computing, Kahan said.
Developmental Portfolio was created.
critical thinking and information literacy are
The retention committee decided to bring
The LUDP is intended to document the all competencies that students are expected to the LUDP program to Lynn to help keep stustudent's progress throughout their academic demonstrate in order to graduate," said Dr. dents in school and make a connection evident
career. Students must create
portfolio to Lorna Shaw, co-chair of the conuilittee.
to help them to reach a career goal. "Students
show their experiences and what they have
Freshman Dean Colleen is the chair of the should get excited about why they are doing
committee. ''The goal of the LUDP is to allow this and understand that the end product, a
learned.
In the spring of 1999 an LUDP pilot was the student to demonstrate their competency portfolio, sets them one rung higher in comdone with 22 students. "It's like an in-depth in 10 different areas, to help them make the peting with other college graduates for the
resume," said senior Darolyn Colodny, a com- transition from college to the work force and same jobs," Kahan said.
munications major. "It records anything and · be able to show their ability in these areas,"
The LUDP program will bring motivation
everything from your freshman to senior year. she said.
and clarity to the students: They will see an
It's a great marketing tool for yourself when
Students are issued a handbook about the improvement in their work throughout the
you graduate."
LUDP containing checklists, questions and years through writings and observations.
With the pilot the committee realized the information about the program. The handbook "Students should take advantage of this pro..
weaknesses of the program. "What I realized also gives brief summaries about the classes gram," Courtney said. "From an academic
the first time implementing the portfolio tem- that are to be taken and what is needed for a point of view it can be beneficial to students,"
plate was that some of the students had diffi- portfolio.
said
freshman
Georgina
Mejia,
culty understanding how to complete certain
"It is a wonderful opportunity for students Communications major. "But it is an extra
areas," said professor Dana Kahan, who used to get involved in their education," Shaw said. work load and a lot of it is basic information
the portfolio in her class. "For instance some They will participate in activities about their that a lot of us know anyway."
people had difficulties relating their experi- career choices. Freshmen and transfer stuStudents must participate in a LUDP
ences to certain items such as social responsi- dents must submit writing samples to their workshop, complete an analysis with
bility."
academic advisors for their portfolio with an · an advisor to determine strengths and
The portfolio explanation of why that paper was chosen, weaknesses and research career
is a creation of what was learned and how it may help them choices. A sense of professionalism

a

should be achieved through this program.
Effective time management, the ability to
work without supervisi<:>n. demonstration of
personal values at school and work, courtesy
and common sense should all be achieved
through the LUDP program. This tool is one
way for students to experiment with their
major or to help them decide what major is
right for them.
In the Freshman Seminar class,
Bretta Kennedy explains the
LUPD to a student
WEISEL
Photo by

• Preliminary thoughts about your possible carrer and major
• Samples of your work (wrftfng, computer, etc.)
• Reflection from your transition from high school to college • Interview questions you might ask
• Plans for summer and how they connect to what.you are doing now
• Description of classes and activities

Dying toLe

Spring. 2000: Colleges offer
new undergraduate classes

• Funeral service
majors practice the
art of embalming
By DANIEL MARKELL
Staff Writ~r
Death is not a comfortable topic
for most but, once a life has ceased,
the body is turned over into a caring
pair of open hands, those of the
funeral director.
Marcella Piasecki is program
coordinator of the Lynn University
funeral service education program
who is responsible for the training
of those hands.
Back in the old days funeral
services was only a two-week
course. But, as technology evolved
and the 1900s rolled around, new
developments showed that working
with the deceased required a higher
level of education.
Today, there are only 40 .funeral
schools in the United States, and
three are in Florida. The program
has existed at Lynn for 14 years.
"Being in this major we feel that
we are above other classes because
of the intense prograin," junior

Funeral Service students embalm bodies so thay can pass rigorous exams so they can receive their licenses.
Karlton Brown said. "I like it
because the classes are small and I
can get the attention I don't get in
my business classes."
Piasecki doesn't work all alone.
She is joined by assistant professor
Joseph Quinn who has. embalmed
more than 25,000 bodies in the past
five years. ''This man has such talent! His work is flawless!" Piasecki
said about Quinn.
The prec_ision of his work speaks
to the time and effort that students
must put in to succeed in this field.
Some students may wonder
what goes on behind the white gate

that separates a wing from the Assaf
building. The funeral services students learning from hands on experience in the embalming class. The
bodies used are usually unclaimed
or people with no family left.
Funeral Services is the only
major at Lynn that requires students
to take both state and national
boards. Each test costs about $200.
Piasecki makes sure the facility
and equipment are maintained at a
high standard. "You gotta have attitude! If you don't do it the right way
and the best way than get out!"
Piasecki said.

By VERONICA HOMPS
Staff Writer
Each semester, some departments introduce new courses that
they think would improve the quality of education.
The International Relations
department will introduced two
upper level classes. One of them is
Model Organization of ·American
States (MOAS). Last year students
could participate in the MQAS club
as an extra-curricular activity.
Professors in the IR department
thought that it would be a good i~ea
to actually make it a class. This
course has a lab fee of $500 which
pays travel expenses for a trip.
The other class, European
Union, will be taught by professor
Dens. This is a special topic course
that is a permanent part of
International Relations because of
its geographic significance and the
importance of the European organization.
The school of hotel, restaurant,
tourism and recreation will not

introduce a new course for January.
However, the professors are planning a new class called Culinary
Arts for next fall.
Psychology offers new courses
every other semester. In the spring,
the new course is Contemporary Social Problems. The class will
focus on a sociological approach in
society.
The school of International
Communications is not offering any
new classes. This department also
alternates courses. For example,
Public Relations was not offered
this semester. Course offerings
depend on the number of students
who need that specific class as well
as teacher availability.
Programs are constantly being
adapted to students' needs. As the
world changes, the expectations and
theories change with it. Lynn
attempts to provide a comprehensive education. Therefore, programs
and courses are added almost every
semester to give the student more
possibilities .of choice.
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BOLIVIA:

MOAS to defend country
through political resolutions

By DAVID DEALULMERIE
Staff Writer
International diplomacy, debate and
negotiation are common words form~
bers of the Model Organization of
American States club, an organization
where students discuss political issues
happening in the Americas.
It started last year,· when students
were invited by the OAS to represent
Venezuela in Washington. This year,
new students will defend the interests of
Bolivia.
During the school year, members are
trained and selected to represent the university in the conferences where they
will debate issues such as women's

rights, fighting drug trafficking and free
trade.
1'o train the members, the MOAS Canedo, president of the MOAS ..
holds debates, participates in campus
While students must do their own
activities, and brings ambassadors, con- fund-raising to finan~e their trip to
suls, and other key figures to meetings.
Washington, those who go to Canada
Only I0 members will be chosen per must pay a $500 fee. The fee is controconference to serve as delegates and versial because the university does not
alternate delegates. Delegates will ratify want to give financial help to the class.
resolutions about specific · issues. In "Once students understand what the fee
.order to do this; they must research the is for they will probably see this unique
subject matter before putting it on paper educational opportunity as a bargain,"
like the real resolutions.
said Dr. Jennifer Escandon, who teaches
Finally, the delegate must have their the class.
resolutions approved by other countries.
Aside from the formal debates, stuThis is a challenging experience because dents will do sightseeing, clubbing and
the students must lobby · and negotiate shopping. "There were many parties and
with other schools. "The criteria to be a nights out which made the trip worthdelegate .is to possess some interest in while," said Canedo who attended last
global issues and someone who wishes year.
to learn more about negotiation and forCurrently, the MOAS is still open for
mal procedure in debating," said Safiyya · all students. The class title course is
Hossein, vice-president of MOAS. Model OAS, IRPS 495 B. ''Involvement
Commitment, dedication, and hard work in the MOAS is a·fun and exciting way
were other words'repeated over and over to prepare for informed, active and
again by many club members.
responsible
global
citizenship,"
LynD's MOAS
participate in two Escandon said.
conferences in Canada and in
This club promotes intellectual
Washington D.C. "Both are MOAS con- curiosity and personal, enrichment where
ferences; however those participating in the students compete with large schools.
the Canada model must be registered in It is a form of adding something on one's
the MOAS class, and those who do not resume, meeting students from all the
have the opportunity will go to the nations and "building true friendships,"
Washington model," said Deanna Canedo said.

will

Photo by ANDREIA BRUNSTEIN

Alero Edodo and Everard Griffiths
rmd out about the MOAS.

INT.ERNATIONAL

International transfers
require documentation
By VERONICA HOMPS
which can be awarded for 2-4
years.
Staff Writer
Tr;msferring from one
Lynn has transfer students
college to another is a diffi- from all over the worid. "A
cult decision. However, trans- family friend used to work at
ferring from an international Lynn which brought students
college can be more frighten- from France and Sweden to
ing and complistudy
Intensive
English Studies,"
cated.
lnternation said senior MarieStudents
study abroad for
al students Louise Hedlund
different reasons,
who
is
from
must enter Sweden.
and universities
all over the world
Kumiko
the USA
different
Hayashi originally
have
with a valid transferred from
requirements.
1-20 and
Japan to Wisconsin,
Once
stubut
she ended up in
dents make the
not with a
Boca
at Lynn
decisipn to move
tourist visa.
away from home
because she wanted
warmer weather.
they have to folIsabel Botling is
low certain procedures. Paper work differs from Argentina. Like other
among universities, but there Latin American s~dents she
are some steps that are com- wanted to come to the United
mon to all.
States because of the reputaOnce the college is found tion of the universities .
and the credits are accepted,
Latin American students
the school sends the student say that when they graduate
an 1-20 form which must be from an American university
taken to the United States and return to their countries
Embassy.
they have more opportunities
Students ask for a visa for work.

POSTCARD~~~--

canadian looks for good time in Florida
By FLORIANAACOSTA

Jntern,ational Editor
Senior Frederic Monette is from Montreal,
Canada, a country with big lakes, high mountains
and tall pine trees. The marketing major was attracted to Aorida because of its location, weather and
beautiful girls. "I've made some good friends over
- the years, and I am going to be sad to leave," he said.
Canada has its differences even though it is so
close to the United States. Food is not as greasy and

English

people don't eat as much fast food. Also, since it is a
colder, northern · country it has different animal
species such as deers and bears. ·
Monette is an outdoor person who enjoys dinner
at restaurants, dancing at clubs, surfing, skiing, playing hockey and meeting people. "There is more stuff
to do like snow skiing," he said. "We also have the
best nightlife in the world."
· Monette prefers living in his home country
because he says the people are friendlier there.

Canadian Facts

French

Capital: Ottawa
Whet& is the bathroom?

Ou es Ia toilette?

How's it going?

Cava?

What's your narne?

Comment tu t'appel

Thank you

Merci

Girl

Filla

Good night

Bonne nuit

Beautiful

Belle

Go out

Sortir

Can I buy you a·drink? J'peu the payer un vesse?
Where is

Ou es?

Population: 29,450,000
National symbol: Maple leaf and beaver
Currency: Dollar
Location: North America
Religion: Catholics are the nation's largest
religious group today.
Climate: Frigid arctic air during the winter,
and short oool summers.
Official languages: English (69%) and

French (24%)

Frederic Monette
Photo by FLORIANA ACOSTA

Geography:. Second largest country in
world (after Russia).

FOOD AND HOLIDAYS
• Canadians eat more beef. Bread is
eaten at·most meals, and potatoes
are part of many meals
• Most French Canadians eat a meat
pie called tourtiere for Christmas.
Poutines are french fries with
• cheese and gravy
Tarte- au sucre is a pie made out of
• sugar. It is served hot and preferably
with ice cream.
Canada has the many of the same
• holidays as the USA, except they
don't celebrate Thanksgiving or July
4. The National Holiday, Canada
Day, is July 1.
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CASH F
By DOLORES IRIGOIN
Staff Writer
Lynn University offers different kinds of scholarships for
undergradua~ students that
must be considerable.
One of the scholarships is
the Presidential Scholarship which is
only for freshman students. To be considered for this scholarship students must
meet two of the following criteria: nmk in the
top 10 percent of their high school class, have
SATs of 1200 or above, or AcT scores of 24
or above, and have a GPA of ~ 75 or higher.
An essay may be required anu the full-tuition
scholarship is renewable when a 3.5 GPA is
maintained.
The National Merit Scholarship aiso is
for freshmen. A student who is a National
Merit Scholar will receive a full tuition waiver. This award is renev. able when a cumulative 3.5 GPA is maintained. This program is
also open to international students.
The Dean's Scholl!l'Ship applies only to
freshmen as well. To be considered for this
scholarship stu~ents must meet two of the following minimum requirements: rank in the
top 20 percent of their high school class, have
SATs of II 00 or above, or ACT scores of 24
or above and a GPA of 3.25 or higher. It is
renewabk when a 3.25 GPA is maintained,
and the award amount is $10,000.
The \cademic Scholarship applies only
for fre~hmar:1 students. To be considered for
this scholar~ ! up students must be on the top 30

Financial Aid Office lists scholarships,
grants to help defray tuition costs

percent
of
their
high
school
class,
have SATs of
I 000 or above,
or ACT scores
of 22 or above
andaGPAof3.0or
higher. The student
must meet two of the
three criteria listed. This
is renewable when a 3.0 GPA is maintained.
This scholarship amount varies from $6,000$8,000.
The Florida Resident Incentive
Scholarship applies only for freshmen. To be
considered for this scholarship students, who
arc residents of Florida, must meet two of the
following minimum requirements: top 30 percent of their high school class, SAT scores of
a I 000 or ACT scores of 22 or higher. This
$8,400 award is renewable if the student
maintains a cumulative 3.0 GPA.
. Transfer students with a GPA of 2.0 or
higher are eligible for the Lynn University
Transfer Grant. · The amount varies from
$1,000-$2500 and is renewable if a 2.75
cumulative GPA is maintained.
The
Lynn
University
Transfer
Scholarship applies for transfer students
only. Students with a GPA of 3.0 or better who
have successfully completed a minimum of 15
college credits are eligible for this scholarship. The award amount varies from $1.000$6,000 and it will be renewable if.a 3.o ·cumu-

Peace Scholars
to return home
By ALERO IWOOO
Staff Writa
·
Peace. joy arid harmony aren't
merely a dream but a lasting wish
and priori!) for some students.
Michelle Graham and Orla
Michelle Graham and
McAughey are Peace Scholars who
Orla McAughey
plan to return to Belfast, Ireland to
educate the next generation that never been friends with a Protestant
continuous killing and fighting isn't before," McAughey said.
normal.
Graham said Belfast is separated
"At home when I hear about
into two communities:
killings, I wave it aside
Protestant and Catholic.
because it's normal,"
"We're taught at an early
''what we
McAughey said.
age to think all other ·
The two women met
need to do
religions are bad," she
at the American College
is build up
said. The Peace Scholar
in Dublin but could not
program brings both
trust."
visit each other in Belfast
religions together.
because taxis would not
After
graduating
go into the opposing
michelle they will return home
neighborhood. "There's ·
graham and, for at least five
no need for hatred; what
years, help educate chilwe need to do is build up
dren that they don't have
trust," McAughey said.
. to follow in the foot&teps of their
According to the women, their ancestors. "I hope to tell them the
friendship would be frowned upon truth because not everyone knows
if they were back home because of both sides of the story," Graham
their religious differences. "I've said.

lative GPA is maintained.
The Lynn Uoiv~rsity Honors Program
Award is awarded to students who participate
in the Honors Program. This is the only award
that may be combined with any of the above
programs as long as the two combi':led do not
excee.d the cost·of tuition. The $1,000 stipend
is renewable if student remains in the Honors
Program. This program is open to international students. Students are notified in writing of
their invitation to participate in the Honors
Program.
The Lynn University Loan Program is
awarded on the basis of financial need as ·
determined by the Financial Aid Office. The
funds for this program are limited. The loan
represents money borrowed by the students
and must be repaid with interest after leaving
school. The current interest rate is 5 percent.
The student must sign a promissory note for
this loan and must be returned to the Financial
Aid office prior to registration. Perkins recipients are inel~gible for this loan unless prior
Perkins Loans are paid off.
The Lynn University Financial Aid
Grant is offered for students who qualify
based on financial need and academic performilpce. This award ~ount is $1,0006,000.
Other. Lynn University Grants are
awarded to upper-class students who are worthy of scholarships consideration and in need
of financial assistance. The average award is
$l,oo0 per year and is renewable if the students maintains a 2.75 cumulative GPA each

year.
Athletic scholarships are available in all
athletic programs and awards range from partial to full scholarships annually. Qualification
and levels of award determined by the
Athletic Director and coach for each sport.
Students must contact the Athletic
Department.
Private scholarships are available from
private organizations or individuals fo.r students with academic promise. Selection of
recipients and award amounts are determined
by the university or the donor, or both.

CHECK IT OUT...
Seac;hlng for scholarships can
tal<eca long time. There are companies that offer assistance to
help you find scholarships
througout the country. However,
not all of them are rella.b le and
you can easily obtain information
seachlng the sltes below:

www.rams.conVsm/execsrch.htm
www. fastweb.com
www.finaid.org
www.scholarsaid.com
Information provided by
BarrieTripp
Financial Aid office associate director

Scholarship up for grabs
• Delta Airlines flies students tp study· abroad
By TAPOLOGO KWAPA
Staff Writer
It i~ now pointless for students
to be hard up with hopes for a better
education as Delta airlines gives out
study scholarships.
The airline has initiated the
Delta International Scholarship program for 1999-2000 which
aims to promote intercultural
communication among future '
leaders.
While studying abroad,
students will learn diplomatic
relations and other people'~
socio-cultural norms. As in
the program overview, students were nominated from 55
member institutions of the
Southern
Foundation
for
Independent Higher Education in
Alabama, Florida, Georgia and
Tennessee. The program will present an opportunity for a junior-year
student to study abroad in any of the
25 countries of the scholarship des-

the nearest Delta Airlines destination of her host institution. Students
are granted flight reservations
between Sept 1 and Aug 31 of the
academic year after selection.
Candidates must be United
States citizens with a cumulative 3.0
grade point average, be a full-time
student and must demonstrate an
interesting in learning about
"it will allow me to study in
other cultures, exotic languages
and international relations.
another country and learn
"We probably reckon by the
about a different
to
the
highest G.P.A
culture."
Iowest,community involvement
patricia flaherty
and extracurricular activities, •
junior
Nelson said.
The program also maintains
the the airfare and the stipend
cannot be divided and forwarded to
Scholarship.
"It will allow me to study in more than one student per instituanother country and· learn about a . tion. Flaherty will do hers during
the summer of 2000, and continue
different culture," Flaherty said.
As explained in the scholarship her coursework in Hotel Resort and
requirements, Flaherty is entitled to Food Management at American
a free round-trip ttansportation to College Dublin in Ireland.
tinations.
"They let us know in advance
what they are looking for," said
Evelyn Nelson, director of Financial
Aid.
Junior Patricia Flaherty of
Valencia, Florida has been nominated for the $2,500 Delta International
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Powerbead bracelets
attract female masses
By DOLORES IRIGOIN
The beads are
Staff Writer
semi-precious
Young and old women find faith in
stones that
"this
semi-precious stones. Imagine if you
are thought
is fascinating
.could fmd happiness, wealth and
to have
because rarely you
willpower by wearing a bracelet?
certain
get a trend that
Millions of Americans are buying
powers
appeals to 80 many
powerbead bracelets, which promise
dependpeople."
to do everything from boost intelliing
on
gence to offer relief from PMS.
color.
"From the giant department stores to
"I look
local street vendors, merchants can't keep
down at my
enoogh of these brightly colored
wrist
and
I
bracelets in stock," said
remember I need to
Rachel Beck, a reporter
from the Sun Sentinel.
Everyone is buying
bracelets.. from
All these differwomen.
ent kinds of powerModeled
beads can be find at differa f t
ent stores and the prices range
Buddhist
from place to place. At Saks Fifth
"I look
Avenue they offer designer Stella
pray.er
beads,
down at my wrist
Pace•s·bracelets and its prices are from $25powerand I remember to
$30. The store also offer a limited edition
beads
have courage."
"The Rock Crystal millennium is a prayer
were
for future, wealth, long life and happiness
mariana bounge
originaledition which costs $50," said Camila
ly marketTangalanga, one of the store employees.
ed by Zoe
Other
department stores such as
Metro, aNew
Bloomingdale's and Burdines offer them for
$15. The bracelets also can be purchased at
York designer,
and soon copied by othThe Limited for $15. However, the cheapest
ers. Metro was inspired to developed power- price they can be bought for is at the Carnival
beads after seeing the Tibetan spiritual leader Flea Market, on Sample Road in Delray
Beach for only $5.
Dalai Lama wearing a few beaded bracelets.
''This is fascinating because rarely you get
''She began her line with wooden beads
last fall, and then moved into semi-precious a trend that appeals to so many people," said
stones in January. By August the jewelry was junior Christian Genolet, an International
flying off store shelves at many big depart- Business student.
ment stores and pricey boutiques," Beck said.

By Linnie Oliver and Mia Sellis

What would you ii'\Vent
for the beginning of ttlfn~-w-centary

"A robot that would
drive, cook and
clean for people."
Terry Louis
Senior
History/Political
Science

"I would invent
enougb money so
t an"tne third
debt )would
away1"

"Pills for people
that take away
greed."
Shlen Jea Kuo
Freshman
Fashion Design

Ja!W>n Fuerst
Freshmalt
~c

e

BEADS CLAIM
The different kinds of beads are supposed to have
"special powers•., Check them out!
• Rose Quartz (love) attracts love and
heals matters of the heart.

• Fluorite is said to improve meditation and
foster a peaceful state of min<J.
• Amethyst (intelligence) iS claimed to be
an energizer for the mind to increase brain
powers.

• Mother of Pearl has power to attract
wealth and money.

• Avmturine

1s prescribed for success, to
achieve goals and make life enhancing
decisions.

• India Agate is used to get motivated.
exercise, ace a project, conquer the planet.
• Tiger's Eye is prescribed to inspire
courage and confidence.
• Goldstone is prescribed to infuse a superpositive attitude.

• Rock Crystal brings power to enhance
strength and protect against evil.

• Carnelian is used for relief and favored to

• 'furquoise is for health and has super

• Hematite is used to bring happiness.

healings and de-toxin powers.

• Black Onyx is prescribed as a willpower
buster, make your resolutions a reality.

• Lapiz LazUli is used to relax the
body and soul.

alleviate PMS and encourage reprOduction.

liJ(ftita~m plated
replacement liver
so people can .
drink all the time
and not worry
about long-term
health effects"

1~t.:ll<:l invent a

"Pocke~oks, and

shoesihat change
cQlOrs"SS you •
wouldn't need

""thf:ee f "

Ill th~a~w.s you

/

to eat V(fiatever
you wanrand
never gain weight."

verything.

Mike Cartwright
Senior
Marketing

Millennium Fever
Be ready for full-fledged fashions
By lflLLARY HUNTER
Where ever your final destination for the
evening, the simple black dress or suit can tum
Fashion Editor
As the century.comes to an end and the 'big many heads with one remarkable accessory. A
· night' approaches, premillenial excitement beaded bag, sparl.ding necklace or jeweled
brings a question to everyone's mind: What will .shoes can make, or break an outfit.
Innovative high tech apparel can help
/wear?
Chances are you will remember this night smooth your wardrobe for the events of the
forever, even if you think you're already over it. night.
Be who you are on New Year's Eve.
Senior fashion designer Tara Kuback is
What you.choose to wear can reflect who already prepared for her New Year's Eve ski
you are. "Clothing can express emotions and trip. She plans on weari_ng a casual ski outfit.
attitudes of an individual," said senior fashion "Being comfortable is my number one concern
for die evening," Kuback said. Garments that
lllllrlceting major Carri Summers.
As the clock ticks away Jo the year 2000 and require adjusting throughout the evening will
you still are convinced you can't find that per- surely burst your champagne bubbles.
fect ootfit, wear something you thought you
When choosing the proper attire, let your
could never wear again. Why not be a little the- imagination run wild. Reflect your mood to
atrical on the 'big night'? Consider that fringe society. Whether having an intimate dinner,
number you almost threw away last year. dancing the ChaCha or watching the waves
Consider it your 'fringe benefits.'
crash, express your own personal style.
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Boca Central captures television audience

z
Talent Jam
By SARA MUSTELIER
Staff Writer
The auditorium filled to see
the 11 acts of Talent Jam, Nov.
16. Sponsored by the Senate
Activities Board, students had a
chance to show off their talents
and win cash and prizes.
Tapazio Capoeira won $150
for first place, Melissa Crew
Crew won $100 for second
place and Don McCallum won
third place."'Ibis is the ftrst
school activity that I've been to
since I've been at Lynn," said
freshman Jacqui Jurczyk, a
fashion major.

Photo by KATHLEEN SHEHAN

Crazy Jay entertained the
audience at Talent Jam.

Key West

Photo by KATHLEEN SHEHAN

Gretchen Litzenberg and
Kera Brannigan in Key West.

By CRAIG LISKA
Staff Writer
Thirty students and staff
members took a trip to Key West
Nov. 5-7. The trip was strictly
for enjoyment. Lynn University
provided the transportation.
"Great time. The cruise was
terrific and, overall, very well
put together," freshman Angie
Goval said.

Senator Marovitz
By CRAIG LISKA
Staff Writer
Former senator William Marovitz spoke to students and faculty
about life, politics and living as a state senator, Oct. 29 in the Henke
Room of the International Center.
'The speech was terrific, although I wish more students attend·
ed," said SGA President David Gill, who helped organize the event.

Boca
Raton
Annual
Parade
By KATHLEEN
SHEHAN
Special to The Pulse
The members of Tri Sigma
and Model OAS spent several
weeeks preparing for the Boca
Raton Holiday Parade. The
theme of the Parade was
wReflectin,g on the Past and
Celebrating the ~uture. w The

groups built a float that took a
look at the fashion statements
made through each decade.
The float won honorable
mention from the parade committee which came with-a $100
cash prize.

By RYAN JUSICK
Staff Writer
When students in the Advanced
Broadcasting started the semester,
they had no idea what to expect.
Everything they learned and studied
in school was about to be put to the
test as they produced Boca Central.
Oct. 26 the first show aired on
Adelphia Cable's channel25.
Boca Central, in affiliation with
the Boca Raton News and Adelphia
cable, has earned rave reviews since
the show first aired. "We are getting
a great response," said
Dawn Donnelly, director
of
communications.
"People are impressed
with the quality of the
show."
Sid
Snyder from
Adelphia Cable works
with the students. "I'm
very happy to be in partnership
with
Boca
Central," he said. "I think
the kids have done a fantastic job
with the show,"
The show, which is pro4uced
entirely by the students, features
different issues that occur around
Boca Raton. All of the topics are
researched and written by the students. The fll'St show covered issues
such as sound walls along the highway and whether fluoride should be
added to Boca's water supply.

Photos by DANIELLE HANOUD

Paula Pisani, Sbelbie Lynn and
Abby Suazo host Boca Central.
Geo Velex runs the audio for the
cable TV program.

Another story was about a 99year-o1d man who made the
Guinness Book of Records for sinking a hole-in-one. 'The next show
will cover more about the millennium in Boca," Donnelly said. "We
talk about things the community is
interested in."
Because it is the fll'St time most
of these students have done a show
like this, they had no idea the time
and dedication it would take to

complete one program. "It's been a
great learning experience for all of
us," said Shelbie LyOn. one of the
news anchors, "and we are having
fun doing it."
It takes hours to produce a show
like this and these are students who
also attend clas~es full time.
"People do this full time," Donnelly
said. "We are doing it part time."
Boca Central will air on
Adelphia's channel25, on Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 1 p.m. and 7 p.m.,
arid on Sunday at 11 a.m.

BSU reaches national goal
• Two students attend local convention of FAASA
By ALERO EDODO
Staff Writer
The sky is the limit for the Black
Student Union (BSU). It's now
nationally recognized.
In November, junior Nytricha
Smith and senior Alero Edodo represented the university at the
Florida African American Student
Association Inc. (FAASA) local
convention at the Broward
Community College main campus.
At the meeting, BSU accepted
FAASA's membership invitation.
The university agreed to pay the
institutional dues thus making the
BSU a nationally-recognized organization.
Smith, the president of BSU at
Lynn, said the FAASA is one of the
most positive things that can happen
to the organization, "It shows us that
we're capable of achieving great
goals and we will achieve greater
ones as the best is yet to come," she

said. Smith also said she is happy
because the organization is growing
fast considering the fact that it's
only a semester old:
·
FASSA which began as the

"it shows us that
we're capable of
achieving great
goals."
nytricha smith
BSU president

Florida Black Student Union · in
February 1976 with six institutions
is well known for its participation in
the ci~'.rights movement.
·Inc the 1980s, the organization
changed its name to FAASA. That
sam~ year the members also ratifted

the PACE plan for · Political
Activism, Academic Excellence,
Community and Cultural Enrichment and Economic Empowerment
strategies for the future.
The organization holds two
Anaual Leadership Conferences;
both meetings will take place in
Florida. The first is in December at
the .Cocoa aeach Hilton Hotel with
the theme Leaders of Yesterday,
Tod:ay and Tomorrow. The second
in will be in Miami March 2000.
Lynn's representatives won't be
attending the fll'St meeting but will
attend the second.
FAASA educates its members
about their heritage.• It's composed
of, blacks from all over the world
who come together to achieve common goats: Motivation and
Viability. It's an educational group
that gives lectures on global issues,
how to obtain academic excellence

and so lorth.
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Kwanzaa, Hanukkah,
Three Kings Day!
• Non-Christians have something to
celebrate as well.
By SIMON VAINRUB
News Editor .
Christmas is not the only holiday this season.

and faith. A new candle is lit each
day in a seven-holed candle holder
that represents the stalks from
which Africans sprang.

HANUKKAH

THREE KING'S DAY

Jews celebrate Hanukkah, the
When Jesus was born three
story of Judah Maccabee's revolt kings, Gaspar, Melchior and
against the Greeks who had taken Balthazar brought the baby gifts.
the Jerusalem temple from them. Because of this, Latin countries celebrate Three Kings
After the Greeks
Day and Epiphany
were thrown out,
11
i'm fasting
on Jan. 6, a day that
there was
oniy
because the
with
is
filled
. enough oil to light
koran tells me
'the temple's lamp for
aguinaldos "carols)
and music. People
a day. But then a
to follow
eat and drink iti one
miracle happened
ramadan ,
and it burned for
freska darlion house before they go
to the next to do the
eight days.
freshman same.
For Hanukkah,
many Jewish parents
Children
fill
boxes with grass,
don't buy presents
for kids but give their children which symbolizes food for the
Hanukkah Gelt which translates to camels, put them under their beds
"Hanukkah money." This is a tradi- and give them to their aunts and
tion from eastern Europe. The Jews uncles. On the morning of Jan. 6,
were afraid of pogroms and so it they find small presents around
was practical to have their kids with their boxes.
money in their pockets just in case
RAMADAN
the Cossacks killed their parents.
KWANZAA

Some African-Americans celebrate Kwanzaa. ·The holiday was
brought to the United States by
Maulana Karenga, a civil rights
leader, who wanted to "reaffirm and
restore ... African heritage and cui-

ture."
It's not · a political or religious
holiday but one that celebrates
unity, self-determination, collective
work and responsibility, cooperative economics, purpose, creativity

Ramadan is a holiday in which
Muslims fast for a whole month
during daylight hours only eating
before sunrise or after sunset. "I'm
fasting because the Koran tells me
to follow RlUlladan," said freshman
Freska Darlion. "On Jan. 8-9, I'll
celebrate the end of the fast."
This
fast
celebrates
Mohammed's reception of the
divine revelations recorded in the
Koran. It is bro~n at the end of the
month with the festival of ld al-Fitr.

Christmas around the world
because they recognized they had been ''bad" sophBy P~OLA MARCANTE
Staff Writer
omore Ursina Capider said.
German customs are similar to those in
Christmas is one of the few holidays which is
celebrated around the world with as many traditions Switzerland. Christmas is celebrated on Dec. 24
as there are countries.
when the family exchanges gifts and ha.s a special
Whether a person is in Brazil or Japan, the spir- dinner. "We have Christmas markets that are open
just for the holiday," said junior
it of peace, goodwill and giving is
the same. As Christmas approachJulia Jehs who is from a village
near Stuttgart. "Compared to
es, members of the international
Merry Christmas
community share how they celeFlorida I miss the cold weather
Feliz Natal
and drinking "gluehwein" (hot
brate the holiday in their country.
Portuguese
In Botswana, Africa, families
wine with cinnamon) to warm me
Feliz Navldad
gather in their "home villages''
up."
Spanish
In Brazil the weather is hot,
where they usually have a few
goats or cows killed for them.
not like the December snow in the
Joyeux Noel
United States. Citizen have preseThey will celebrate by eating dinFrench
pios (mangers), decorated trees
ner, drinking traditional beer and
Frohe Welhnachten
and go to church on Christmas
by exchanging gifts,
Gennan
"When you wake up early just
Eve. At midnight the Pope ceJ.e..
Ges8ende Kertees
brates 1r mass (Missa do Galo) in
to see the sun, it's beautiful,'' said
Afrikaans
the Vatican which is shown live
sophomore Lebogang Giddie
Buon Natale
on television.For lunch the next
about Christmas. "It is like a star,
Italian
day, families get together and
very bright."
Sung
Tan
Chuk Ha
have "leftovers" from dinner the
Santa Claus is not a part of
Korean
night before.
some
cultures
including
In Venezuela people go to
Indonesia. "I never believed in
Santa," sophomore Freska Darlion said. During the church in the morning or at midnight after opening
day people go to church to sing and dance. "Then at presents and eating traditional Christmas food like
night the families get together to have dinner. We "pan de jamon," which is bread with ham or "hallacas," which is made with acorn flour dough and
have an Indonesian plate, not Turkey."
In Switzerland the holiday begins on Dec. 6, stuffed with chicken and olives .. "Christmas is all
Santa Claus Day. Men who are dressed in Santa's about being with the family," senior Christopher
clothes go from house to house asking the children Caplan said.
The spirit of Christmas is the same all over the
whether they have been bad or good. If they say
"good," then Santa gives them.candy. "But children world even though the traditions may be different
always get the candy even if they say they were bad and the weather is warmer.

Beach Bash unites MOAS club members
Social activity promotes team building .before trip
Gerz-Escandon who accompanied
the students, " The beach party is an
Staff Writer
opportunity to bring the club togethThe model OAS club recently ·
er in a social atmosphere, and to
had a party at the Spanish River
raise the awareness of the OAS club
beach attracting several of its memon campus."
bers who took full advantage of the
The beach was the perfect place
sea, sun and futl.
to party, relax and unwind and as
There were lots of food and cold
senior, Roger Colon explained,
drinks on hand and students
"Everyone in the MOAS has
engaged in games, swimming and
worked hard for this event and we
soaking up the sun.
are finally enjoying the day."
According to Professor Jennifer
The club will participate in a

By MICHAEL

Professor Jennifer
Gerz Escandon and
Orlando Mena
watch the softball
game at the model
OAS picnic
Photo by MIKE
CAMPBELL

CAMPBELL

OAS
conference in
model
Washington DC in spring 2000
which will bring together several
national
and
international
Universities and their model OAS
clubs.
Each club is designated a country to represent and then discuss the
issues affecting and relevant to that
region.
Lynnfs model OAS club will
represent Bolivia at the 2000 conference.
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EDITORIALS

Time to turn back to basics
e paradox of our time in histo- written letters. Cell phones and voice
mail keep us from real person to perry i hat we have taller buildings,
son communication. From learning to
but shorter tempers; wider freeways,
. _rush, we forget the value of patience.
but narrower viewpoints.
It is true. We spend money and
It is a time when there is too much
time too recklessly and laugh too lit- in the show window and nothing in
tle. We·have multiplied otir possesthe stockroom.
With the upcoming 'turn of a censions and reduced our values ..
tury, isn't it tinie we take a look at
We have learned how to make a
where we are headed? At this rate,
living, but not a life; we have added
where will our culture be by the tum
years to life, not life to years.
We live in a fast-paced, superficial of the next century? We feel as
time. With so many advancements in though this is the time to go back to
technology, the biggest advancement basics and simplify life.
The Paradox of Our Time was
that we have accomplished is how to
written by George Carlin.
be lazy. Email keeps us from hand

Live life without regret
08e of Boca's well known philanthr"opfsts died leaving behind a legacy
of ch¥itable activities, inluding this
university named in his honor.
We all can learn from the life and
death of Mr. Eugene M. Lynn. He
was known for being a gentle human
being who didn't like a fuss made
over hiin. He was a man with much

love who lived each day without one
regret.
Take example from how he lived
his life each day to the fullest. At the
funeral we heard how he lived
through honesty, loyalty and willingness, and that through his e h. we
should seize each moment and live
wholeheartedly as he did.

Boats in the Bay
Mikey Campbell took this picture of his native homeland,
Jamaica, to show to his friends in college in the United
States. Negril, a famous tourist resort on the west coast
of the country, has seven miles of white sand.

Progress is the only thing that brings change
I won't be dism~ at good-byes. A parting is necessary before you can meet again.
And meeting again, after moments or lifetimes,
is certain for those Who are friends.
l am sad about l~Ving Lynn and ending
my undergraduate ~~- At one point, I even
attempted to stay one more semester. But it's
time for me to go. I
finally realized that I
cannot resist change
because it is the only
thing that brings
progress.
My time and
experience here have
been unforgettable.
Though many have
come and gone, the
people that I have
Natalie Smith
encountered have
. Editor in Chief
enriched my life
more thari they will
ever know.
I have learned so many lessons in such a
short amount of time. I have learned that no
matter how good a friend is, they're going to
hurt you every once in awhile and you must
forgive them for that. I have learned that it's
not what you have in your life but who you
have in your life that counts. I have learned
that you have to love deeply and passionately.
You might get hurt but it's the oiu.y way to live

I

life completely.
I have learned that the happiest people
don't necessarily have the best of everything;
they just make the most of everything that
comes along their way. I have learned that you
don't have to change friends if you understand
that friends do change. I have learned that no
matter how bad your heart is broken the world
doesn't stop for your grief. I have learned to
say "I love you" and "I'm sorry" more.
I have learned to seize every minute .. .look
at it and really see it. ..live it...aild never give it
back. I have learned not to expect love in
return; just to wait for it to grow in their heart
but if it doesn't; to be content that it grew in
yours. I have learned that it has taken me a
long time to become the person that I want to
be. Fmally, I have learned that I still have a lot
to learn.
I plan to create my life and then go out and
live it with absolutely no regret or compromise. I will learn a lesson in every day that I
live. I will live for today because today is the
tomorrow that I was worried about yesterday.
Regardless of what happened yesterday or last
year, and what may or may not happen tomorrow, the present is always where I am -always.
Perhaps we would like to believe that we
will live forever or that someday we will get
around to telling people we love how much we
love them. Whatever the reasons, most of us

simply wait too long.
Sadly, most of us put off our happiness--·
indefinitely. We tell ourselves we'll be happy-when we get out of school, when we have a
career, when we get married. Meanwhile, life
keeps moving forward. The truth is, there's no
better time to be happy than right now.
If you had one hour to live and could 'make
only one phone call--who would y~u call, what
would you say and what are you waiting for?
I've decided not to wait. I thank you all for
everything you have possibly given to me. I
love you for touching my life and allowing me
to touch yours. Mrs. Culpepper, thank you for
all of your support and guidance. You have
been a huge inspiration in my life. The staff of
The Pulse, thank you for allowing me to be a
part of such a wonderful organization. Jim
Hundreiser- you have touched my life and my
heart. Thank you for being more than just an
·adviser.
Danielle- you will always be my little sister. I love you. Colleen- you are one of my
closest friends, alwaya and forever. Meg- thank
you for being such a great roommate and
friend. I can't wait to create more memories
with you. Shaun- for being"such an unexpected
part of my life, you have become one of my
best friends. My feelin~ for you cannot be
described in words. Most importantly, I cannot
thank my family enough for making my experience at Lynn possible.
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The Internet has gone too far:

It's a devil's

playground

CYBER EGGS
Has the Internet gone too
far now that E-bay sells
supermodel eggs?
You decide!

By DANIEL MARKELL
Staff Member
The Internet is one of the world's largest
growing technologies and its popularity is
increasing at an alarming rate. It allows people to access unlimited information in a matter of seconds.
The scary thing about the Internet is that
people can create a page on whatever they
want, and if some poor unfortunate souls
stumble onto "John's mutilated and recycled
body part pawn shop" it's their dilemma.
Sites ranging from "how to construct a
bomb" to the recipe for making LSD can be
found easily by just typing in a keyword.
Another leading fear of the Internet is
"has it become too powerful?" Hackers
world wide·can tap into places where their
prying fingers are not wanted. As computers
become stronger and faster, the hackers will
be capable of inflicting more damage.
A new trend in the Internet madness is a
site called "E-bay" or electronic trading
where one can auction off possessions, That
is harmless but once again the tech generation has taken it too far by trying to auction
off human organs. A supermodel has placed
her "eggs" on auction for about $30,000.
There has been an outrageous amount of
controversy surrounding this issue, and there
doesn't seem to be a logical answer in sight.
It's a shame that the Internet which
contains valuable information has turned into
the "devil's playground," saturated with violence and nudity. It seems like another invention has been soiled by man's essential
nature to control and exploit.
Personally, I am not afraid of the
Internet, and I use it quite often. But it's
going to take a lot more than a box with a
brain to make me worry who knows to what
lengths the government will have to go in
order to keep the Internet a safe place for
society.

The Internet hasn't gone too far!

It's a place of

freedom
By SIMON VAINRUB
News Editor
The Internet is the best library in the world
because it has no librarian. Librarians censor,
they choose what is "good" and what is
"evil" instead of letting the people make that
choice by themselves.
I'm not an anarchist. I do believe in rules
but that doesn't give anyone the right to tell
us what we can see and what we can't. If the
information is legaf and hasn't exploited anyone, then I don't see the point in suppressing
controversial websites.
It's true that in the Internet anyone can
post anything without having to prove if it's
accurate. But just go to Borders and you'll
find thousands of books full of unproven
opinions.
As for hackers and the damage they cause,
criminals have always existed and eliminating the Internet is like closing all banks to
prevent bank robberies. What's next? Barring
alcohol to prevent alcoholism? The government can fight hackers just like they fight
other criminals.
As for the supermodel ovules one can buy
on E-bay, there is nothing wrong with that, if
men can sell their sperm then it's ok for
women to sell their eggs for much more.
After all, sperm donations are a lot of fun
while ovule donations are a lot of pain.
Women require operations, anesthesia; and
hospitalization just tO' donate their eggs.
What do men require? Their right hand. So
what if these supermodels are getting
$30,000 instead of $3,000? Beauty is a commodity that must be rewarded handsomely.
The Internet is not a "devil's playground."
As a matter of fact, the Internet, like a gun or
a television set is completely morally neutral.
And just because a few people are bad apples
doesn't mean the rest of us have to suffer. If
we let others be censored today we may be·
censored tomorrow. Some say the Internet
should be "a place safe for everyone to be;"
there is such place, it's called "nowhere."

As fin~ls approaph, students still ~ttend activities
I hope that
everyone had a
good Thanksgiving
break, and for
those who didn't
you'll have an
opportunity to
make it up in a
few short weeks.
Before I let
Dave Gill
my thoughts run
wild I would like
SGA
to tha,nk everyone
President
for showing their
support and concern with the
recent passing of Eugene M. Lynn.
Our attendance at the funeral serv-

ice was outstanding and I know it
truly touched the hearts of the
everyone.
As I sat down to write this article, it felt as though just a few days
had since past my last one. This
school year is definitely flying by
fast, but the number of activities,
~vents and issues around campus
continue to pile up. Still, every
time I begin to type I ask myself
what should I focus on? What do
students want and need to hear?
What I can tell you is that
Student Government is currently
working on a number of different
issues. It was brought to my attention that the laundry room on cam-

pus appears to be giving student
problems. So we are working to
improve those services for those of
you who wash their clothes. For off
campus students I want to let you
know that I am sticking to my word
and off campus mailings should be
in place by next semester. This way
you will have no excuse for missing events and activities around
campus.
Also very soon each student
will be receiving a guide which is
ftlled with all sorts of information
to make your days at Lynn. a little
easier.
To date rm overwhelmingly .
happy with the way things seem to

be going around campus. Even
though it's crunch tinie and everyone is feeling the pressure,of exams
(some for the first time), I see people getting involved with extracurricular activities little by little. I
know this because after four years I
should probably know everyone at'
least by face, although it seems that
every day a new face is introduced
tome.
This excites me and supports
my assumption that we as a university are expanding in the right
direction. Sometimes people Y4jl
ask me, why put so much wod( into
events when you're not sure if your
going to get a good turnout? I tell

them that even though I won't be
around to see it, one or two years
from now student activities will
have perfected themselves and then
students will have the campus lives
they desire. I'm not saying that
Lynn will be the next Animal ·
House or P<::U. Our school is
unlike most universities and once
it's complete I'm sure it will better
than most. Our school and its surroundings have so much to offer,
all we have to do is take advantage
of it.
I wish you all the best of luck
with fmals and a happy holiday
season as I hope to see you all in
January when we return.
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·Food for Thoug

Burton gives
scary ride;
stays true
to original
vers1on

By HILLARY HUNTER
Fashion Editor

I

By ALEXANDER FLIPSE
Staff Writer
In a perfect world, Tim Burton
would host a Halloween party in
New York City's Times Square the
way Dick Clark rocks in the New
Year.
Much like the character Jack in
Tim Burton's The Nightmare
B!'.,ore Christmas,_Burton seems to
livt and breathe all things scary.
When he makes appearances
on rv, Burton reminds me of the
gee· .y neighborhood kid who tries
to throw a scare into you with his
Holloween masks; you can't help
but giggle a little. His love for
scary stuff can be downrig4t contagious, but Tim and his movies can
·seem a little, well, goofy at times.
That's why I had my doubts
when I went to see Sleepy Hollow.
I had no idea what to expect.
Would I be seeing a goofy take on
Washington Irving's classic tale?
Or would it be genuinely scary?
It was.scary. Boy, was it scary.
It was balls to the walls, heart
thumping, pulse pounding, whiteknuckle, eye-popping scary. While

Sleepy Hollow departs from
Washington Irving's original story,
Burton keeps the spirit of the material intact while giving us a truly
frightening ride.
The trailers would have you
believe that Sleepy Hol(ow is a horror/action flick. To a certain extent
it is. But it's so much more than
that.
Irving's classic tale was funny
and scary at the same time, and that
makes it ideal fodder for Burton.
Johnny Depp's Ichabod Crane is
every bit as much of an unlikely
hero as Irving's Crane was. Crane
is, well, a wuss. He takes one look
at a dead body and vomits. You
can't wait to see how this somber,
timid man will match wits against
the Headless Horseman.
The complexity of Depp's character combined with the spooky
mood Burton sets ... it all seems to
flow as seamlessly as the blood on
the screen.
So why is a headless horseman
decapitating people in Sleepy
Hollow? That's what Crane needs
to find out, and it's no easy feat.

Sleepy Hollow not only has elements of action/horror and comedy,
but there are parts in the movie that
are at home in a good mystery
novel.
There are a large number of
characters in the film, and like any
good whodunit, they all serve a
purpose. Are these people being
hunted at random by the Headless
Horseman? Or is there an even
more sinister force involved?
And as for the Horseman himself, I think that future horror fans
will be saying his name in the same
breath as Norman .Bates and
Freddy Kruger. The pace of the
film goes into overdrive ev~ry time
the horseman gallops onto the
screen.
The stunt work, the use of the
swords, the brilliant cinematography, and the mood music all add up
to a frightening monster that scares
people in a way that no computer
generated creature ever could.
This film has it all: action, horror, and mystery, even romance.
There's something for "Get healthier while you get wealthier!"

After a full day of studying for
finals, students often skip the most
in;1portant way of giving their bodies energy, eating!
If you have an appetite and
crave a beer brewed to please, then
Brewzzi Microbrewery, Bakery and
Pizza Kitchen is the place for you.
Located on Glades Road in
Boca Raton, the brewery setting
provides a casual atmosphere,
which can be great for a first date.
No reservations are needed and the
wait is usually not over 15 minutes.
The menu has a little bit of
everything. From pasta to smashed
potatoes and gravy, the food is sure
to please. A take out menu is also
available.
Steve, our waiter, was apparently concentrating on more than just
the food he was serving. He thoroughly explained the brewery flavors, which he knew much about.
Unfortunately Steve was so
wrapped up in a conversation, our

All students arrive l Residence halls
open at 9 a.• m.

BSU Speaker, TBA
Pool tournament at 7 p.m.

SAB: Karaoke at 5 p.m at the Lynn
Student Center Auditorium.

Activities Fair, 12 to 2.p.m. at the
Student Center.

SAB: The Battle ··Capture the Flag at
4p.m.

Rock 'n Rot! show at 8 p.m. at the
Student Center Auditorium.

SAB Drive in Movie- American Pie at
7:30 p.m at Freiburger Lawn.

Knight's at the movies, 6:30 p.m vans leave
from Freiburger bench.

SAB Midnight Bowling, midnight at
Don Carter's Lanes.

X·TREME AIR .at 11 a.m. to 5 p.m, in
Trinity parking lot.

Martin Luther King, Jr. Birthday No classes.

KIC Community Service
Habitat for Humanity.

;!

11

some microbrew), ( umparu
large half:cliicketf.
The chicken parrm.:~an
$13.95, was gg¢ b u not prep
as carefully or li!> t
ha
chicken. l11· dm:kcn
large but included l!ttlt;)qrA:J. .~.;'!
cheese whi~bi 1s a
parmesan chi~ n
If you are looking fot a goo
meal, great beer; and a tasual ~cl
ting then Brewzzi Mt rubr we
arld Bakery is for YOIL; You d ti~
nitely get what yoiJ pay for. Make
sure you are hUQ~t

Brewzzi Microbrewery,
Bakery, and Pizza Kitchen

Location:
Telephone:

2222 Glades Road, Boca Raton
394-3600

Rating:

Quality of meal:
Service
Price/value

4 out of 5 stars
4 out of 5 stars
4 out of 5 stars

SABIBSU Movie Series: The Wood,
8 p.m. at de Hoemle Lecture Hall.
Thea rlcal

Pr.y ~ 7eA.

fq()fTournament, 7ttmatUte
Student Center.
· ·

SAB night at Boomer•s, 8 .m.

•

BSU speaker Bill Nieka, tQ a;rn•
location ~BA.
SAB David RoJhan, c~mic mlnct..
reader, 8·f.J•m at the Student·Center.
Ocean boat trip, 9 .a.m to 5 p;;m at•·The
Cove in Deerfield Beach.
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Titanic gets a touch of reality·:
By SIMON VANRUB

News Editor
The director of Cinema Paradiso comes
back with a fantastic film! Don't worry, it's
all in English so all the spoiled people who
are too lazy to read subtitles will understand
everything. Unlike Titanic, this movie really
teaches one about life on a ship instead of
fornication between Leonardo DiCaprio and
Kate Blanchet.
This film is about a baby that was born on
a ship, abandoned, raised by Danny
Boodmann (Bill Nunn) who puts coal into the
engine. We're talking about the year 1900,
. the time when music wasn't noise, people
had more class and the ships didn't run on
diesel.
The baby grows up and is known by the
name "1900," played by Tun Roth. 1900 has
been l.}lised in a ship and has never set foot
on dry land. He learns to play the piano,
delight audiences and observe the world
around him.
Some scenes are quite funny, but the

movie is much more a drama than a comedy.
At times the film is a little slow, but the dialogue, the clothes, the cinematography and
other factors make it worthwhile.
It's a film that makes the viewer think
about issues such as the fear people have of
changes, how some prefer a world full of predictability instead of adventure. There's also
the issue of being self-centered. 1900 doesn't
seem to care about anyone. He may help people, give advice, but when he plays the piano
with the orchestra sometimes he'll start composing right in the middle of a song instead
of keeping up with the others. Is he a genius?
Perhaps. A team player? Never!
Nobody hates him. After all, he's too nice
to be hated but at the same time, his attitude
is disgusting and yet one can't help and find
this movie pleasant.
The performance of Max (Pruitt Taylor)
was excellent. Max portrays the friend of
1900, a fat man who plays the trumpet perfectly. It is with Max that the audience can
identify. Max is fully·human while 1900 is

GHETTO
KNOWLEDGE
Artist: THE MEDITATIONS
Label: Easy Star
Producer: Ansel Cridland

TURN DOWN
THE LIGHTS
Artist: GREGORY ISAACS
Producer: Lloyd "King
Jammy" James

GOOD
LIVING
Artist: VARIOUS
Label: Fanatic Records
Producer: Ian Johnson,
Garth Guthrie and Alwyn
Rose-Green

artificial and cold. It is also delightful to :trnv
a fat actor on the screen instead of ski
men all the time.
Melanie Thierry plays nthe girl" w
1900 falls in love with as soon as he c · er
in a window. She has a small role. As a matter of fact. all the women have small roles in
this film (maybe it's a reflection of the darker
side of the past, that era where women were
second-class citizens and defined only by
their husband).
This film will not make much money in
America unless it wins an Oscar. Most of our
generation has no taste; all they want to see is
Jame~ Bond movies, cQmmie-loving
Bullworth, Wild Wild West mediocrity, and
multi-million dollar movies that are never
very different from the ones made before.
Because of thi&, I urge you to see this
filin, not just because it's great, but to send a
message to Hollywood to stop using tired formulas, stop thinking like businessmen, and
behave like the artists they're supposed to be. .
Because without art, nothing matters.

Legend of
1900

**

outof4

Fine Line presents a film
written and directed by
Giuseppe Tornatore. Based
on a dramatic monologue by
Alessandro Baricco.
Running time: 119 minutes.
Screenplay: Giuseppe Tornatore
Director: Giuseppe Tornatore

1900: nm Roth
Max: Pruitt Taylor Vince
Danny Boodmann: Bill Nunn
Jelly Roll Morton: Clarence
Williams Ill
The Girl: Melanie Thierry

A

Clarke, Ansel Cridland and
Winston Watson. They came
together as a group in 1974 and
have beeri a household name in
Jamaica since the late 70s for the
classic ''Woman is a Shadow."
The group is distinguished by
its characteristic vocal harmonies
which the singers have maintained
over the years.
On this CD they all take turns
at lead vocal roles and come
together in providing harmony for
each other's song. My favorites

include "Do Be Down," "Ghetto is
a College," "The Police," "Only Jab
Love" and "The more I Try." .
The production is crisp, incorporating a cross section of reggae's
stalwart musicians. A commendable effort is made by executive
producers Michael Goldwas~er,
Lem Oppenheimer, Eric Smith and
Remy Gerstein.
You can listen to this CD for
free before you buy it on the web
at Www.easystar.com

G

and offer the trademark Gregory
sound of slurs and ad lib.
A new direction for Gregory,
this CD will find a pla~e in most
reggae lover's library as it grows
on you the more you listen to it.
The CD was recorded in
Jamaica in Wa~rhouse and produced by the veteran, King Jammy,
at his studio. The only thing missing from this CD is a recent photo
of Gregory and a good artwurk.
The cover takes away from the
product in terms of visual appeal

but one has to go deeper to find the
goodies beneath all of this!
The entire set boast original
songs but at times they' accompany
previous popular rhythms of the
70's reggae era with fresh "Cool
Ruler" lyrics. As as computerized
recording, the album _finds new flavor with the dancehall masses due
to the initovation of musicians like
Steelie and Cleevie.
With 15 tracks to choose from
it's hard not to feel the heat of the
Cool Ruler.

A

which gives a well-deserved recognition to local talents. The overall
strength of the package, however,
relies on popular artists like
Capleton, Lady Saw, Junie Ranks
and Cobra to seal it with that
dancehall approval.
Cobra made his debut on the
American Pop Charts in the early
90s with "Aex," a slow jam done
Jamaican Style, which earned him
his first gold record from Columbia
Records.
The production is c~. digital-

ly enhanced stereo and varies in
subject from "Gangster Business"
to "Cosmetic SW:gery."
The good collaboration of
dancehall DJs (Reggae rappers)
niixes male and female DJs alike.
The three females Lady Saw,
"Feel like Working" ; Junie Ranks,
"Fake -It"; and Tanya Stephens,
"-- In a Closet" display a bold
effort by the ladies and truly cuts
through with impact.
This is another worthwhile collection ft>r fue danceball enthusiast.

Roots Reggae set of 17
tracks, this new recording
by The Meditations is a timely .
effort which captures the trio in an
authentic traditional reggae style
. typical of the 70's era.
With the exception of Track #4,
"Iilackman Redemption" - written
by Bob Marley, and Track #7, "Do
Be Down" - written by Curtis .
Mayfield, all the songs are composed and written by the individual
group members.
The Meditations are Danny
regory Isaacs has been
dubbed the "COOL
RULER" as a result of his laid
back crooning style of delivery and
vocal tones.
"Tum Down The Lights," his
latest release, unleashes the Cool
Ruler in one more of those moods.
Songs like "First Class Lover;"
"Hold Tight, "Johnny's Girlfriend,"
"Gone Is The Love," "Diplomatic
Fools," "Flirting Around," and the
title tra,ck, "Turn Down The
Lights," stand out on this project
s the title suggests, "Good
Living:• is what this compilation is all about - dancehall
lifestyle.
All 14 tracks on this CD are
built on the same rhythm and segue
from track without interruption.
The technique here is to give
each contributing performer-a
chance to remodel the track to his/
her vocal style using original lyrics
- appeal to stand out among other
performers..
There are a few acts involved,
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Soccer programs take early
exit from pOstseason play
• No championship encore for women's team
was Kristensen's last shot at the
'The season as a whole was a
By JULIA JEllS
national title. Kristensen, along success,"
Staff Writer
Pendleton
said.
The last whistle blew on Nov 13, with goalkeepers Matt Nelson and "Considering the fact that we had_ll
terminating the university's soccer Mike Cartwright and midfielder freshmen on the squad, we had a
season.
Both the men's and Nathan Murray, is one of four grad- very productive year with such a
young team." Pendleton (163-23women's teams failc:d to advance in uating seniors leaving the team.
Junior defender Gareth Dunn 11) is in his ninth season at the helm
the 1999 NCAA Division II Soccer
Tournament so they could compete was also disappointed after the early of the Knight's program. He led
loss. "Of course I was hoping for Lynn to the 1991 NAJA national
for the national championship title.
Losing to Barry 1-0 in overtime more, but we just didn't create title.
In two years of conference play,
on home turf shattered the Fighting enough chances," he said. Dunn
State Lynn is 13-0-1 under Pendleton.
All-Sunshine
Knights' hopes of winning the first earned
national crown in the men's compe- Conference first team honors for the "We have to reeruit a top class goal
tition since joining the NCAA in second straight ·season. He was ; scorer and a dominating midfield
joined on the first team by Nelson, player to a squad that is now in good
1996.
After winning the Sunshine and freshmen Dean Wilson, Lee shape for the next three years,"
Dukes and Finn Pendleton said.
State Conference
Tomulevski.
Losing both of their key regionfor the second
Nelson posted al matches 1-0 versus Barry and
straight
year,
"we have to recruit a
10 shutouts and West Florida, the Lady Knights'
therefore gammg
top class goal scorer
surrendered just 11 hopes of defending last year's
home field advanand dominating midgoals this year. His national title were destroyed early in
tage and being
field player to a
0.65 goals against the season.
r~nked No. 2
squad that is now in
"Last year, everything just went
average is second
nationally,
the
good shape for the
best in the confer- our way," senior midfielder Marie
Knights (15-3-1)
next three years."
ence. Wilson, a for- Kolbert said. 'This year we just
were favored in the
ward,
led
the weren't as lucky." Kolbert and jonfirst round of the
shaun pendleton Fighting Knights ior forward Jannie Nicolaisen
play-offs against
head coach
with 13 goals and earned All-SSC first team honors
eighth
ranked
three assists for a . for the second straight year.
Barry
(13-2-3).
team-best
29
Nicolaisen led the Knights in
Despite having to
points.
scoring this year with 12 goals and
play a man down
In addition to the five All- six assists for a total of 30 points.
when Lynn lost a player due to a red
card in the 74th minute, the Knights SSC first team selection, Kristensen Kolbert was second on the team
forced Barry into overtime. and ~shman defender Jamie Howe with 21 points (five goals and 11
Freshman forward Alen Marcina were named to the All-SSC second assists).
Joining Nicolaisen and Kolbert
scored the winning goal for ,Barry's team.
Defender Tomulevski was bon• on the first team are senior midfieldBuccaneers in the 94th minute.
'That's how sport is," midfield- ored as Freshman of the Year and er Michelle Cox, senior defender
er Morten Kristensen said. "It hap- Lynn head coach Shaun Pendleton Erin Warner and junior defender
Marika Karlsson. Cox was Lynn's
pens that you don't play well." This was voted Coach of the Year.

Men's tennis aims for conference title;
-four returning players anchor team
By JULIA JEllS
Staff Writer
Winning the Sunshine State Conference and therefore qualifying directly for the Division II National
Tennis Tournament is the set goal when the men's tennis te~ starts its new season in February.
A strong core of four returning players and the support of three freshmen should provide enough ammunition to hit the target.
Leading the team is senior Rado Forgacs as the top
player. "I am very confident," he said. 'The whole
team is in excellent physical shape, probably in the best
shape ever."
Going over three sets three times last year with the
No. 1 ranked player in the nation, Barry's Christian
Witt, Forgacs has proven that he can play on the highest
level. "It really depends on the day," he said. "I've been
playing competitive tennis for 14 years, so I think I

bring enough experience and maturity into the game to
be able to be!lt anyone."
Supporting Forgacs in the chase for a direct bid for
the national tournament are sophomores Raigo Saluste,
Pedro Mugica and Sergio Sancho and freshmen David
Planting, Martin Carenko and Justin O'Bront.
"We have a very deep team this year," head coach
Mike Perez said. "To take pressure off the singles players, the key will be to take two out of three doubles."
Therefore the Knights would need only three out of six
singles matches to collect the minimum of five points
out of all the matches in order to win.
Perez (140-49), in his tenth year· at Lynn, is confident that he can lead the team to a conference win.
"Even though Pedro was out for 70 percent of the season last year· we had a lot of close 5-4 losses," he said.
"With a complete team we should be able to tum this
around."

Photo by DAISUKE TAKIZAWA
Marie Kolbert earned All Sunshine State Conference first team honors for the second straight year.

third leading scorer with five goals
and six assists for 16 points. Warner
and Karlsson anchored the Fighting
Knights' defense that allowed opponents just 0.73 goals per gamethis
year.
Senior
midfielder
Katie
Katzmark and sophomore goalkeeper Sarah Reed were named to the
All-SSC second team.
Feeling the pressure of defending a national title, the Lady Knights
_failed to receive a bid for the playoffs for the first time in over five
years.
'This year, it was just so much
harder," Nicolaisen said. "Because
we were national champs last year
and were ranked first for most of the
season this year, every team came
out to beat us."
Finishing the season 16th over-

all in the nation with a 11.4 record,
and second in the conference (4-1 ),
head coach Rocky Orezzoli is satisfied with the resufts. "I believe we
had a very good season by most
standards," Orezzoli · said. "But
because of the past success of the
program the expectations were very
high and ~ot qualifying for the tournament was very disappointing."
Looking to next season,
Orezzoli knows that he will have to
rebuild his team after losing six seniors. He also knows that he will
have to motivate this team from a .
different angle. 'This year we had
an expectation to be playing for a
National Championship," he said.
'This viewpoint can get you in trouble when you are trying to prepare
for each match. Next year, we'll
have to take one match at a time."

Campus Crusade for Christ
has a question for you.
Looking· for Just a

little help.
I Want to

a dlfterencet
I'm ready to go..•

Want to start something?
We do. Campus Crusade for Christ wants to help students
launch new campus ministries. We've helped hundreds of
students do it over the last couple of years. So if you want to
start something - even if you aren't sure you are the sort of
person who could - e-mail us or check out
www.godsquad.com
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Young team eager
to play baseball

Seniors lead women's tennis
I Jehs, Koldova, Peshkin, Triska aim to improve
on last year's fourth place.national ranking.

eBuilding years begin to· pay off

By DAVID DEAULMERIE
Peshkin, Katerina Koldova and Julia
Staff Writer
Jehs have won two NCAA II
Under the scourging Florida National Championships. "We
By EVERARD GRIFFITHS
country for six weeks with a team'
sun, Lynn's women tennis players know the seniors will be giving it
Special to The Pulse
consisting of only freshman and
all; they have ·
have to practice at
With a young team consisting of sophomores players, but that was all
all times to mainto finish with a
mostly juniors and freshman, head part of the plan.
"we are definitely lookbang," Head _.
tain their compet· baseball coach Gregg Kilby is opti"We started the building process .
ing
for
first
place
for
the
·
Coach
Mike
itive
edge
with high school players that have
mistic about the upcoming season.
of
2000.
Perez
said.
He
spring
Twenty players return from last played together for a few years,"
again."
They
will
start
added
that
year's team and and tue joined by 11 Kilby said. "Now we have the qual~
Alves
playing against
and
newcomers. Coach .Kilby says he ity and depth we need from our new
·mariola prado freshman
other
schools
and
needs production from sophomore . players."
junior Market a
• hope to win the
Freshman middle infielders Joe
infielder Jan Ramos and junior outNCAA champiLangerova of
fielder Jay McCoy.
Silva and Jeff Petak should see
the
Czec~
onship, the Blue
Ramos was voted preseason All some significant playing time as
Gray Invitational, and the Sunshine Republic, are key players for this
American in the NCAA Division IT well as new pitchers Anthony
season.
Photo by DAISUKE TAKIZAWA State Conference.
and batted .338 with seven home Billisi, Adam Lopez and Jeff Spicer.
Throughout
the
season
schools
The surprise recruit of the fall Last season pitcher Brant St.
runs and 46 RBis last year which
will have to play matches against
season was freshman pitcher/first Louis had an ERA or 4.28
was the highest on the team.
each
other. The top three teams of
McCoy, a transfer student from baseman Jessie Beesley of Pierre,
each conference will receive a direct
the College of Charleston, has been South Dakota. Beesley, 19, a true depth,"
The Knights will need depth for bid for the national tournament.
drafted twice by two different pro- freshman will be looked upon as
the tough schedule ahead of them. Other schools still have a chance to
fessional teams. The Seattle one of the key new players.
Mariners chose
Despite hav- The season opens up against the access the championship if they win
ing the young defending Divj.sion l World S~es the regionals.
McCoy in the
Last year LU was fourth in
"now we have the quality
team, Kilby is Champions the Miami Hurricanes.
35th round in
the
nation. "I think we have a
1996, and the
and depth we need from
eager to get the
The men will also have some
pretty
good chance to win this
games
versus
tough
conference
C o 1o r a d o
our new players"
season started.
ROckies picked
"Last year we Florida Southern and the University year,'' sophomore Maria Alves
said.
him in the 32nd
started out very of Tampa.
Last year the team won the number one
Kilby feels that as far as the Congregg kilby
strong, but as the
round in 1997,
but
McCoy
head coach
season
pro- ference goes, his team should be Sunshine State Conference. "We are player on the
gressed
there right at the top with the rivals from definitely looking for first place team for two
opted to finish
again," junior Mariola Pr8do said.
college instead.
were
some Florida Southern and Tampa.
yean.
Currently the team is ranked
"'Ibe entire conference is tough.
Last season the Knights were injuries that we couldn't overcome,"
Photo by
29-25, just four games over .500. Kilby said "But this year we could It is by far the toughest in the coun- second in the nation. The four senANDR~IA
iors, Karolina Triska, Sandy
BAUNSTEIN
They_ranked as high as 11th in the overcome potential injuries with our try," Kilby said.
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obnoxiollS the whole point of~ a fan?
We woacler why ~. aren L fans at
1f security wanted to keep a handle on L~ sport matdles, but maybe·if dte faQS
thing!; that's understandable, but why then
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fans who were extremely louder atJd actin&
trip, tileR~ be some filled seat~ tbat
much rowdier Just 20 yards ay?
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After the game dlc eotire Barry fan
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of time. whenever it's game day.
So one would expect thai for big

games.. in the pmt of bealthy competition.

a school would do everythmg in tts power
to demoru;trate pnde for their team and be
accom.odating to its fans who came to cheer
them on.

Not lhe
at the recent men's occer
playofi match~- home v~ Barry
Ulliversity. For the first time all season. the
stands were filled (and rightfully so) for the

tint. round of the NCAA playoffs.
The·~ w.s set tOt' a pat game. It
was !he playoffs. a packed Crowd, ao<l it
was against rival Barry.
Ban:Ysfau carot ~and
• t

BASEBALL LOOKS PROMISING
Coach Greg Kilby says young players should
improve on last season's mark.
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Cagers continue winning tradition
~·

McLomore, Copeland receive first-team honors for their play in Barry Thanksgiving tournament

By MIKE PASSAFIUME
"We played two completely different
Staff Writer
games this weekend," Russo said. "In the first
Although the men's basketball program is game, our intensity level was up and we
under new guidance with new coach Andy played great team defense. •Against Western
Russo, the winning ways seem to be continu- Washington, our intensity was lacking and we
ing. Along with advancing
were just going through
to the post-season six conthe motions out there."
secutive times, Lynn also
During Thanksgiving
"we played two
has the winningest college
recess, the team particicompletely different
basketball program in the
pated in the Barry
games this
state over the past six years.
Holiday Hoopla Classic.
weekend."
Beginning their season
During the two-day
on the road against Seattleevent, Lynn faced the
Pacific, who advanced to the
of
University
sweet sixteen of last year's
Indianapolis on the first
andy russo day. The triple offensive
tournament, looked to be a
head coach threat
of
Charles
~1 order for the young
Wiseman,
Karwin
Knights.
Led by a starting five
McLemore and Wayne
who all scored in double-figures, Lynn took a Copeland, combined to score 66 of the
three-point lead into halftime and never Knights' 94 total, winning the game 94-85 and
looked back as the Knights recorded their frrst moving the team record to 2-1.
Robert Morris College was the team's next
win of the season, 97-88.
Western Washington would be next on the opponent and proved to be an important south
Knights' list. Coming off an emotional victo- regional game.
Jumping out to a 10-0 lead in the frrst five
ry the .night before, the men came out flat.
This trend would continue throughout the minutes, the Knights held only an eight point
night as Western won 76-68.
lead at halftime.

Photo by STEFANO PAPALEO

In the 75-45 win over Cadwell College, Karwin McLemore (4) drives to the basket. He
is averaging 14.1 points and 4.7 rebound a game.
The second half included several momentum shifts as Lynn pushed the lead at one time
up to 17 points. But Robert Morris countered
with a run of its own, cutting the lead to five
with three minutes to play. Five points would
be as Close as the Wolverines got as the
Knights turned up the defense and won 82-74,

improving their record to 3-1.
McLemore and Copeland earned frrstteam honors, and Karwin would also receive
tournament MVP for scoring 46 points over
the weekend would be named the Sunshine
State Conference player of the week.

Richards leads Lady Knights as season opens.

Senior Katie Katzmark is averaging 2.5
points and 2.2 rebounds per game.

By VALERIE SMITH
Staff Writer
The new season for the
women's basketball team has just
started with eight new players.
The women have a new teain and
are ready to prove their talent.
The season started Nov. 20 at
North Florida with a loss 46-61,
then bounced back to defeat
Edward Waters with a win 80-70
on Nov. 21. The ladies record is
currently 3-3.
Coach Celia Slater, who was
the assistant coach at Washburn
University before taking over the
women's basketball program last
year, has high expectations for
her team this year.
"We just want to continually
improve the program," Slater
said. It's a different team because

it is so new, and everyone is still all want a successful year and that students have not been supporting
is going to take a lot of hard work the women in encouraging them
trying to get to know ~ch other.
New assistant coach, Chad and practice." Richards, as of the in their fight to the top. The game
Barr, has high expectations as win over Florida Memorial Dec. on Dec. 8 had a total of 15 people
well. "It is my first year coaching, 8, has a 30-point-per game scor- to make up the crowd.
"It gives you motivation to
and I couldn't be happier. I hope ing average.
that we· can take the team a step
With such a new team, every- play better and harder when you
furtl'ler," Barr says. "We .can get one seems to be getting along, see a crowd, because you do not
especially with want to di~?appoint the fans,"
there if we
many of them freshman Michele Newman says.
to
continue
"my expectations are
stay focused. •
being
from "As soon as we prove ·ourselves,
to go out and play
Not only
different parts hopefully we will attract the stuhard."
dents into coniing to watch us
of the world.
does
the
beth richards
coaching · staff
"We have play."
senior
many
new
Newman is to be the "real
have
high
expectations,
girls and the fmd" according to Slattr. She has
but also the ladies themselves chemistry has gotten much better won two state championships
have some of their own.
than last year. We are friends on playing for Orlando's First
liMy expectations are to go and off the court," Richards said. Academy.. She is averaging 26
out and play hard, and in doing so
Although, there is a problem points per game so far this season
to put forward a lot of effort," in the cheering department: a lack
The women play at home at
senior Beth Richards says. "We of student involvement. Many ·7:30p.m. Dec. 29.·

